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{xtypo_quote}Accommodation in Santiago Chile, located in a very nice neighborhood:{/xtypo_quote}
{xtypo_dropcap}C{/xtypo_dropcap}asa Suecia university residence with the best accommodations chilean and foreing
students, located in Providencia in one of the best neighbohoods of the city, very safe any time, is at a walking distance
to some university campuses and entertaiment places. There is also very good means of transportation to any other
university or place in the city from this location. Staying in Casa Suecia is the best choice for students wishing to share a
youthful environment where they will find a perfect place to study and also the opportunity to meet students from Chile
and all over the world.
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Included services are:
- Single or double rooms.
- Free Internet broadband connected computers.
- Self service laundry.
- Kitchen for self catering.
- Living rooms with cable TV.
- Pay Telephone.
- NEW Free Internet at Rooms, and PC rent
- NEW Heating system at your room
- Kitchen, Bedrooms and Bathrooms are fully equiped. We understand that security, good services and costs are
important concerns for students and parents alike, especially when they are living far away from one another.
Casa Suecia is more than a common residence - it provides you a home away from home. Stay a while and go through
our website and if there are any further questions that you may have, please do not hesitate to contact us at Enjoy!!
info@livinginchile.com Tel:56-9-328-7855/56-9-469-8000/56-2-474-1247 Book for a Room Here

http://www.livinginchile.com
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